
The Notion of Ob;ectivi.

Human knowine is cyclic and cumulative. It is
cyclic inasmuch as cognitional process advances from experience
throu;*h inquiry and reflection to judr*vnent, only to revert to
experience and, recommence its ascent to another judgment. It is
cumulative, not only in memory's store of exre riences and under-
standing's clustering of insi.r:hts, but also in the coalescence of
jud.rnents into the context named knowled7e or mentality.

This complexity of onr imo ;inr involves a parallel
complexity in our notion of objectivity. Principally the n tion
of objectivity is contained v;ith :,_n a patterned context of judg=ments
which serve as implicit definitions of the terms, object, subject.
But besides this principal and complete notion, there also are
partial aspects or components emer-ent within co:nitional process.
Thus, there is an experiential as»oct of oh -iectivity rro er to
sense and empirical consciousness. There is a normative aspect
that is contained in the contrast between the detached and unres-
tricted desire to know and, on the other hand. m=rely sub; act ive
desires and. fears. Finally, there is an absolute aspect that is
contained in single ju .ud°;ments considered by themselves inasmuch
as reach rests on a ^rasp of the uncondit:oned and is posited without
reservation.

Principally, the notion of oheetivity is contained
in a patterned context of jud' Tents. For one may define as object
any A, B, C, D,... where, in t rn, A, B, C, D,... are drf inerl by
the correctness of the set of judcrnents:

A is; B is; C is;	 s;....
A is not B nor C nor D nor....
B is not C nor D nor.
C is not D nor....

Again, one may define a subject as any object, say A, where it
is true that A affirms himself as a knower in the seise explained
in the section on self-affirmation.

The bare essential& of this notion of objectivity
are reached if we add to the jud,-wnents already discussed, viz.,
I am are knower, This is a ty,.ewriter, the furt her jud '°ment that
I am not this typewriter. An indefinite number of further objects
may be added by nmking the additional appropriate nositive and
negative judgments. Finally, in so far as one can intelligently
grasp and reasonably affirm the existence of other knovrers besid^s
oneself, one can acid to the list of objects that also are subjects.

The properties of the principal n--tion of objectivity
have now to be noted. First, as has alre ,dy been remarked, the
notion resides in a tort ext of judments; without a plurality of
judgments that satisfy a definite pattern, the notion does not
emerge. Secondly, there follows an immediate corollary: the principa
notion of ob jectivity, 93 defined, is not contained in any single
judgment and, still less, in any exneriential;xn.sr a.tive or normative
factor that occurs in coc,niional r.rocess prior to judrzment.
Thirdly, the validity of the rrincinial notion of objectivity is
the same as the validity of the set of judo eats that contain it;
if the judrinents are correct, then it is correct that t ere are
objects and subjects in the sense defined, for the sense defined
is simply the correctness of the appropriate pattern of judgments.
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Fourthly, to turn to certain broader aspects of
the principial notion, judgments in the appropriate pattern commonly
are made and commonly are regarded a4correct. It follows that
commonly people will know oh - ects and sub jects and that commonly
they will be surprised that any doubt should be entertained about
the matter. On ;he other nand, it does not f ollovra that people
will commonly be able to ri e a lucid acco unt of their know1 ed ;e
of B objects and subjects. For the lucid account em loys the
somewhat recondite art of implicit definition and, at the same
time, people are apt to jump to the conclusion that so evident
a matter as the existence of objects and subjects must rest on
something as obvi :Dus and conspicuous as the experiential aspect
of objectivity. Hence, on the one hand, they will say that the
typewriter is an object because they se _it or feel it; on the
other hand, however, they will admit ^.ha Awoeld n t considor the
typewriter an ob'ect if klietweaas-4ttitRe t_.e;r kne l.t to be true either
that there was no ter~ewriter at all or that what they named a
typewriter was identical with everything elee .

Fifthly, the erinc ipal notion of objectivity is
closely r elated to the notion of being. Being is what is to be
known throue,h the totality of correct judr:uonts. Objectivity in
its principal sense is what is known throur-th any sot of judgements
satisfying a determinate pattern. In brief, there is objectivity
if there are distinct beings sonde of w hich^?mow• themselves and 1.<* 40
other4as others. Moreover, the notion of bein7 explains why
objectivity in its principal sense ie to be reached only throu?h
a pattern of judgments. For the notion of being 'becomes determintite
only in so far as judgments are made; ?prior to judrenent, one can
think of beine but one cannot know it; and any single ju ā . e-ant is
but a minute i .creeent in the "rocess tov!ar ,'s knowing it.
Again, being is divided fromwithin; apart from being there is
nothing; it follows th:t there cannot be a subject that stands
outside being and looks at it; the sub ; ect has to be before he
can look; and, once he is, then he is not outside being but either
the whole o4it or some part. If he is the •:;hole of it, then he
is the solo object. If he is only a na t, then he has to begin
by knowing a multiplicity of erts (A is; B is; A is not B) and
add th.t one part knows others (I am A) .

Sixthly, the nrinc i nal notion of objectivity
amea4s solves the problem of transcenr'ence. How do: s the know or
get beyond himself to a known? The uestion is, we suggest,
misleading. It supposes the knower to know himself and asks hcvu
he can know anything else. Our answer involves two ele : rents.
On the one hand, we contend that, while the knower ma7 experience
himself or think about himself ithout 4xdRmen judging, still he
cannot know himself until he makes the correct affirmation, I am,
and then he knows himself as being and as ob ject. On the other
hand, we contend that ot_ er jud gments are a wally possible and
reasonable, so that thro -gh experience, in^ uery, and reflection
there ar: ses knowledge of other beings-and &> jects both as beings
and as being other than the knower. Hence, we place transcendence,
not in going beyond a known knower, but in heading for being
within which there are Positive differences and, amone each
differences, the difference het ...een object and subject. Inasmuch
as such judgments occur, t ? sere is in fact ob j ectivity and transcen-
dence; and whether or not such jade -en .ts are correct, is a distinct
question to be resolved along the lines reached in the analysis
of judgment.

^  
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Besides the principal notion of objectivity, there
also are the partial aspects of ex-eriential, normative, and
absolute objectivity. It will be convenient to begin from the
last of the three.

The around of absolute ob iectivity is the virtually
unconditioned that is aresred by reflective understanding and
posited in judgment. The formally uncone' .tioned, which has no
conditions at all , stands outside the i°ter-locked field of

ibfibd	 it is intrinsically absolute. The
virtually uncond i tioned stands within t' lat field; it ,pas conditions
it itself is among; the conditions of other instances of the
coed:.tioned; still its co d .itions are fulfilled; it is a de facto
absolute.

Because the con ent of the judement is an absolute,
it is withdrawn from relativity to the sub  j, ect that utters it,

the place in which he utters it, the time at which he utters it.

• t • , : 4 ••

-	 _	 ,
Caesar's crossing of the Rubicon was a contingent event occurring
in a particular place and time. But a true affirmation of that
event is an eternal, immutable, definitive validity. For if it
is tree that he diet cross, then no one whtevor at any place or
time can truly deny that he did.

Hence, it is in virtue of absolute objectivity
that our knowing acreires what has been named its ru.blicity.
For the same reason that the uncon d itioned is withdrawn from
relativity to its source, it also is accessible not only to the
knower that utters it but also to any other knower.

Again, it is the absol l ` .e objectivity of the
unconditioned that is formulated in the lo ical rrinciples of
identity and contradiction. The µrieciple of identity is the
immutable gin,'!. definitive i validity of the true. The principle
of contradiction is the exclusiveness of that validity. It is,
and what is op-osed to it is not.

Further, absolu e objectivity pertains to single
judgments as single. As has been argued, the principal notion
of objectivity is constituted only by a seitable constellation
of judgments. But each judo-ent in such a constellation is
an absolute and, mmenaer4 moreover, it is an absolute in virtue
of its own affirmation of the unconditioned. The validity of
the principal notion is a derived validity resting on the set
of absolutes it involves. But the absolute aspect of objectivity
has its ground in the sing .e judgment to which it pertains.
It is -e ite comnatible with the affirmation th .et there is but
one being, that there is no object except the affirmirr subject;
accordingly, the absolute aspect of objectivity does not imply
any sub,^ ect-object relation; it constitutes he entry of our
knowing into the realm of being bet, by itself, it does not suffice
to posit, distinguish, and relate beings. However, this insuffi-
ciency arises, not from some defect of absolute objectivity, nor
because 040.1t04, the posited beings, their distinction, and their
relations are not all unconditioned, but because several judgments
are needed to posit, to distinguish, and to relate. 
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It is important not to confuse the absolute objec-
tivity of any correct jud etent with the invariance proper to the
expression of universal juc ' gments. Both universal and part cular
judgments, if correct, are absolutely ob ject ivd. But the former
are expressed invariantly because the expression is independent
of variations in spatio-temporal reference frames, while the latter
are e'e ressed relatively becaese their expression doesx net mx
enjoy such indeeend .ence. However, the variation of the expression
presupposes and reveals the absolute objectivity of wht•t is
expressed. Because "I am here now" has absolu` e ob,-ectivity,
you can repeat the samo truth only by employin r the different
words, "He was there then."

Again, absolu e ob; ect:ivity has no implications
of an absolute space or of an absolute time. If it is true that
space is, then what is absolute is the truth anti not the space.
Whether the space is absolute or relative, is a fi.irther question.
If it is true that space consists of an infinite set of immovable
and empty places, then space is absolute. If it is true that space
is not such a set, then space is relative. Which is correct?
At least, the issue cannot be settled by appealing to the fact
that a true judgment posits an unconditioned.

Furthor,A to affirm that something or tart other is,
does not imply that it is within space. If it did, one could ask
whether or not the space (within which it is) is. If m t, that
s ace is nothing end to affirm thirro within nothinr. is meaningless.
If, however, it is, then since "to he" is "to be within space"
the"question recurs; if "X is" means "X is v:ithin space," it would
seem to follow that "space is" means that "space is within space";
the second space cannot be identical with the first, else it would
n _ t contain it: and if it is dis  !; inct , then it can be only by being
within a further space, and so on inraefinitely.

The same ar .rument holdsiror being within time. If
"to he" is "to be at some time," then either there is time or there
is not. If there is not, then "to be at some time" is really a
mere "to be." If there is time, then it has to be at some time,
and that at some time, and so forth to infinity.

Inter retations of being or of absolu .e objectivity
in terms of space and time are mere intrusions of imagina t ion.
Absolute objectivity is simply a property of the unconditioned;
and the unconditioned, as such, says nothing about space or time.
If one's imagination makes the use of the preposition "within"
imperative, then one may say th': t every judge ent is within a
context of m other judgments an that every unconditioned is within
a universe of being. Then "space is" by being ': ithin the universe
of being, and "time is" by being within the universe of being,
where to "be within the universe of being" is to "be unconditioned
along with other, unconditionedA."
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The second of the partial aspects of objectivity is
the normative. It is objectivity as opposed to the subjectivity
of wishful thinking, of rash or excessively cautious judtents,
of allo::ing joy or ssdness, hone or fear, love or detestation,
to interfere with the prover march of coenitional process.

The ground of normative ob 'ectivity lies in the
unfolding. of the unrestricted, detached, disinterested desire to
know. Because it is unrestricted, it opposes the obsc :rantism
that hides truth or blocks access to itx in ,:hole or in mart.
Because it is detached, it is opposed to the inhibitions of cognition
process that arise from other human desires and drives. Because
it is disinterested, it is opposed to the well-meaning bit disastrous
reinforcement that othee desires lend cognitional process only to
twist its orientation into the narrow confines of their limited
range.

Normative oh ; ectivity is cor.sti uted by the immanent
exigence of the pure desire in the pursuit of its unrestricted
objective. A dynamic orientation defines its objective. No less,
it defines the means towards atf-aininr its olsjective. Not only
doesk the pure desire head for the universe of being but also it
does so by desiring, to enders and and by desiring to grasp the
understood as unconditioned. Hence, to '.,e objective, in the normat i ve
sense of the term, is to gi -:e free rein to the pure desire, to its
uestions for intelli7ence, and to its iuestions for reflection.

Further, it is to disc neeish between questions for intoliLeence
that admit 1:eoximate solutions and of er geesti ns of the same ty;-e
that, at present, cannot be solved. Similarly, it is do distinguish
between sound questions and, on the other hand, meaningless or
incoherent or illegitimate questions. For the pure desire not only
desires; it desires intellieently and reasonably; it desires to
understand becanse it is intellieent end it desires to erasp Lhe
uncondit .oned because 	 desi- e^crae.

nP dn	 Upon the
it
 normative
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exibegenc
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es oblf the pare desire^

rests the validity of all lc gics and all methods. A lo-ic or
Amethod is not an ultimate that cc .n be established only by the a

y'Vvj	 hullabalou of starry-eyed praise^xnd for Modern Science, 	 an
insecure resentment of everything 	 LogicLo is a nd method are

	

^v^'0'4	 intell pent and rational; their ^rounds are not belief nor propao.ancia
0 IJ	 nor the rrar;niatic utility of atom-bombs and nylon stockines;  their

grounds are the inner exigence of the n Ire desire to know. They
are to be accented in so far as they succeed in formulating that
dynamic exigence; and they are to be revised in so far as they fail.

In various manners this dependence has already been
	for ical/	 noted. Thus, the% :rinciples of identity and contradiction result

from the unconditioned and the compulsion it exercises upon our
reasonableness. The : rincinle of excluded middle possessed ultimate
but not immediate validity: it possesses ultimate validity because,
if a judeeeent occurs, it must be either an affirmation or a denial;
it does not possess immediate validity, for tith respect to each

Q 	proposition rational consciousness is -resented with the three
alternatives of affirmation, of nervation, and of seeking a better
understanding and so a more adequate fornmlation of the issue.
Again, the it ocedures of empirical method in its classical and
statistical phases rave been accounted for by the pure desires s
movement towards understanding, towards an understanding. that
regards not only thinr_s as related to us by oer senses but also
things as related functi mally among themselves, towards an
understanding that presupmoses data to admit systematisation in
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the classical phase and . , in other respects, to be non-systematic
and so necessitate a statist cal phase. Finally precepts regarding
judgment can be derived from the soneral re - ui .cement of the
unconditioned and from the s ecial circu!nstences of different
kinds of judgments which may be primitive on derived, theoretical
or concrete, '3escri" tivo or exn1 i natory, certain or probable.

The third partial aspect of objectivity is the
experiential. It is the given a .s given. It is the field of
materials about which one in _uire s , in 7hich one finds the fulfilment
of conditions for the unconditioned, to which co_-nitional process
repeatedly returns to r-enerate the series of in uiries and reflection:
that yield the conte.;t{^a _ l msn .ifold of j:.id '+ents.

Further, the riven is unonestio'-able and indubitable.
What is constituted by answering questions, can be upset by other
questions. But the given is constituted apart from :;uestionin ;
it remains the same no .natter what the result of questioning may
be; it is unc,uestionable in the sense that it lies ottside the
dor nit ional levels constituted by quc of inning and answering.
In uhe same fashion the sivon is indubitable. What can be doubted
is the answer to a q : 'esti ,cn for reflection; it is a Yes or a No.
But the given is not the answer to any question;bst it is prior
to questioning and independent of any answers.

again, the riven is resir'ual and, of itself, diffuse.
It is possible to select elements in the eiven and to indicate
them clearly and preci s ely. But the selection and indication are
the work of insi °ht and formulation, and the given is the residue
that remains vihen one subtracts from the indicated 1) the instru-
mental act of mcanins by which one indicates;, 2) theiconcepts
el ressed by that instrumental act, 3) the insi-hts on which the
concepts rest. From thsssrasiduaLsnalpes Hence, since the
given is just the residue, since it c^n he solected and incicated
only through intellectual activities, of itself it is diffuse;
the field of '.he given contains differences, but in so far as
they simply lie in the field, the differences are unn .ssisned.

r;iV 	• CI-
^__ ." It must 'o- valid  in some Harts, else the e

ould be neit-'_ r inquiry - reflection and so neither valid ity
or invalidity. But if - t is valid in any art, i' is ()qua ly
slid in ell; for al are equally s .ven, e uallys question t .ble
nd indubitable, e•.Jelly rosiduo]/ nd d__ffuse,s'Moreover, ri-re
ray port psonoun. -d valid a hile- 'otherswore sē s;arded as inval id,

reason wo	 have to be _ssi ned, eLze the pronotincess nt

arbitrary. Alt any sseynable reason is the pro uct
ell :i ,;ence an r.eflection, orkine usen the riven; it s not

ided by the	 von itself 'and so )he ei-: en as -j ivon're . ^ins
ally valid _n all its 	 rts.	 `z'

On the o _Zer nand /the rriiren is differently
ignific, 	 in its d ferent rs_ its. In other/rOrds, it _nr•vides
e mi - rials for different nquiries yield :fig different ju•gments.

Ti us there are	 e cliff - ent depart -sent of physics, chefri .try,
a d' biology, a	 each	 these h-s it snb-divisions "--Thor
a'e further :.rts of he given, s'.	 as illusions	 d. hallucinations,
n uroses	 psychoses, that co .titste the dat 4 or abnorm 1
sycholo„ y. But all these di forences of s's ficance, tho gh

many/ny/ 
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Again, the field of the riven is equally valid
in all its parts but differently sirnificont in different parts.

It is eaually valid in all its parts in the sense
that there is no screening prior to inquiry. Screening is the
fr.iit of in,!uiry. It to? ces place once ineu_.ry has begun.

It is differently sirmificant in different ;,arts
in the aense that some parts are s irnif cant for some departments
of kno:ledre and other parts for other departments. The physicist
has to dioregaed ehut he merely imeeines, erely dreams, merely
derives from his persT nal er ration. The ps-rchologist has to
explain ims eina . tion, d :: eamir_r, and eersen^1 equations. Hence,
once inquiry be-ins, the first step is the screening that selects
the relevant field of the -iven.

Hence we are emploeine the Ilene, "given," in an
eNtremely brou ^.d sense. It-, includes not only the veridical
deliverances of outer sense hut else im r res, dreams, ille . sions,
hallucinations, peesonal esua .tions, seb jective bias, snd so forth.
No doubt, a more restricte4use of the term would be desi.reble,
if We were spenkine from the limited vi . awpo :.nt of natural science.
But we are working at a gene el theory of objectivity and so we
have to acknowledee as riven not only tie) na;;erials into which
noter.al science in-uiris bet also the __ berisls into ;hlich the
psycholoriet or mnthodolorrist or cultural historian in-sires.

There is a rofoenrer reason. Our account of the
given is eetrinsic. It involves no descrietion of the :stream
of sensitive consciousness, It involves no theory of that stream.
It discusses neither the contribution of the emniz telly conscious
subject nor the contribution of other "o!ltsid .e" agents. It situ: ly
notes that reflection and Jude :ent presuppose understanding, that
inquiry and understanding presup -o sematerials for in airy and
somethin cr to be un.rerstood. Such presupnosed materials will be
u .:uestionable and indubitable, for they are not constituted by
answering euosticns. They will be residual and diffuse, for they
are what is left over once the fre its of inq iry and reflection
are aubtr<cted from ceanitinnel contents.

Now such un • stionahle and indubitable, residual
and diffuse materials for inquiry and reflection must be regarded
as equally valid in all their Parts. 'Were they all invalid, there
could be neither inqu' . ry nor reflection, and so no reasonable
pronouncement that they are invalid. '.:ere some valid and others
invalid, three would have to be a reeeo ^ -lably affirmed frincinle
of selection; but such a nrincirle can be -rasped and reasonably
affirmed only after inquiry has herein. Prior to inquiry there
can be no iit ellinent discrimination and no reasonable re  js ection.

There is a still deeper reason. Why is the riven
to be defined extrinsice lly? Because all 11 ;ectivity rests upon
the unrestricted, detached, disinterested desire to know. It is
that desire that sets up the canons of n:rmative objectivity.
It is that desire that gives rise to the absolute objectivity
implicit in judement . It is that desire that yields the constellatio
of jud;ment s that implicitly define the principal notion of
distinct objects in Ihe universe of 'Ding, some of which know others.
Experiential objectivity has to rest on the same basis, and so
the given is defined, not by annealing to sensitive process, but
by the pure desire rep:arding the flow of empirical consciousness
as the materials for its operation. 

0
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An account has been given of a principal notion
of objectivity and of its three partial aspects, the experiential,
the normative, and the absolute. However, there also exists
subjectivity, and the reader may be inclined to find in the present
section a full confirmation of a suspicion that he has for some
time entertained, namely, that we have failed to place our finger
on what really is objective, that we are confusing with the objective
either in part or in whole what really is subjective. To deal
with this problem will call for further and rather complex investi-
gation but, before we go on to . it, let us note the more general
characteristics of the notion of objectivity that has just been
outlined.

First of all, desrite its complexity, it can be
the notion of has objectivity a that common sense presupposes
and utilizes. The principal notion is implicit within a suitable
pattern of judgments; it arises automatically when the judgments
that happen to be made fall within such a pattern. The absolute
aspect is implicit i.n. judgment for, as we have argued at length,
judgment affirms the unconditioned that reflective understanding
grasps. The normative aspect is not any set of rules that has to
be invented; it results from the intelligent inquiry and the
reflective reasonableness that are the unfolding of the pure desire

it/	 to know. Finally, the experiential aspect, while/may in appear
to do violence to common sense expectations, is fully in accord
with scientific practice which cl-ims to be an extension and
refinement of common sense.

Secondly, the notion of objectivity that has been
outlined is a minimal notion. There arises the question, What is
objectivity? If the answer is to be intelligent and reasonable,
then the pure desire and its normative exigences mist be
respected. Moreover, there must be im'terials into which
intelligence inquires and reasonableness reflects. Further, if
there is a definitive answer, the unconditioned and so the
absolute will be attained. Finally, if the question and answer
have a point, there will be other judgments which, if they occur
in an appropriate pattern, will yield the principal notion.

Thirdly, our notion of objectivity begs no
questions. Just as our notion of being does not decide between
empiricism and rationalism, positivism and idealism, existentialism
and realism, but leaves that decision to the content of correct
judgments that are made, so also our notion of objectivity is
equally open. If judgments occur in the appropriate pattern,
then it involves a plurality of knowing subjects and known objects.
If in effect there is only one true judgment, say, the affirmation
of the Hegelian Absolute Idea, our notion of objectivity undergoes
no formal modification. If true judgments are never reached,
there arises the relativist position that acknowledges only
experiential and normative objectivity. : •.	 _	 .	 .	 :	 _	 .•'7
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=	 oa-it.io	 Only on the supposition
that inquiry and reflection, intelligence and reasonableness,
have nothing to do with objectivity, is our notion invalidated.
But in that case, there does not arise the question, t'ihat is
objectivity?
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